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INTRODUCTION

Purpose of Reviews

The Scottish Government requested the Institute for Social Marketing to prepare brief overviews of evidence on correlation and causation between:

(1) Marketing and purchase of high, fat, salt sugar (HFSS) foods
(2) Purchase and consumption of HFSS foods

Background Information on Evidence Pools

The evidence base on the effects of marketing on food behaviours for all age groups is growing (see 4, 9, 11, 12, 15, for example). The academic evidence base on food marketing and children’s food behaviours and dietary health status is particularly extensive (1, 2, 7, 8, 13, 14, 16, 18 for example). There are also a number of studies demonstrating that children influence adult food purchase decisions for both products targeting children (1) and general household items (5).

The evidence on food marketing, purchase and consumption should be considered in the broader context of evidence on marketing practices and dietary health: The global food marketing environment is heavily dominated by the promotion of HFSS foods (1, 8, 12, 13, 14, 29). The marketing environment mirrors a population-level over-consumption of HFSS foods, a risk factor for non-communicable chronic degenerative disease (2, 3, 8, 37, 60). Updates of reviews indicate the marketing environment and epidemiological trends have in some cases improved marginally but in some instances no change is detectable (7, 17, 18).

The evidence pool is drawn primarily from North America, Europe and Australasia. The evidence on current status of marketing practice and on effect trends is remarkable in its consistency for all three regions of the world and indeed worldwide (17, 61, 62).

Comments on Evidence for a Chain of Causation

The complexity of the multiple and inter-related linkages between food marketing and consumer food behaviours means that individual pieces of evidence are inevitably limited in generalizability and/or validity. However, a substantial number of evidence reviews on specified factors in a hypothetical chain of causation have been published, many in the last five years. The evidence reviews which triangulate and synthesise data from multiple sources and research designs collectively provide robust overviews of current knowledge and knowledge gaps.

It should be noted, that there is also a pool of evidence indicating a positive causal link between marketing and consumption, which does not specifically capture the intermediary role of purchase. This research was outside the terms of reference for this project and this evidence is not presented here

Methods
A review of reviews search strategy was used to scope and collate the data. Conclusions from reviews, along with individual studies which provide illustrative insight were summarised and synthesised. Results were organised around the 4Ps (product, price, place and promotion) framework.

General Comments

Marketing is a term that is increasingly understood to describe a broad range of activities and management functions. For the purpose of this project, we have used the American Marketing Association’s (AMA) definition to guide the scope of the evidence review:

‘the activity, set of institutions, and processes for creating, communicating, delivering and exchanging offerings that have value for customers, clients, partners and society at large.’

The reviews aim to identify key research on the effects of all forms of marketing as suggested by the above definition. This includes direct marketing communications (e.g. paid for advertising; product attribute claims such as nutrition, sensory benefits; social media promotions), indirect marketing communications (e.g. sponsorship; branding), price incentives (e.g. direct price discounts; coupons, multipacks and BOGOF offers); packaging and point-of-sale promotions (e.g. shelf signage: impulse stands: in store location); distribution (e.g. visibility, accessibility and density of retail outlets, eating environment), product (e.g. pack size, pack variety, formulation designed to increase appeal).

Multiple evidence reviews that have examined the effects of one or more of ‘marketing activity, institution or and process’ almost universally conclude that there is a convergence evidence for a causal relationship between the marketing high fat, salt sugar foods and their purchase and consumption (see for example 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12). The reviews also find a convergence of evidence that HFSS food marketing adversely influences food knowledge, preferences and is associated with unfavourable diet and health outcomes (1, 7, 8).
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Overview

The classic product, price, place and promotion marketing framework has been used to organise themes and selected examples taken from the evidence base on the effects of marketing on purchase. The 4Ps framework provides a familiar and logical structure despite the emergence of marketing innovations, such as social media marketing which perhaps fit less neatly into this classification system.

The summary aims to spotlight main themes and a mix of evidence sources that provide insight on how and why marketing can encourage frequent or high volume purchase of HFSS foods. A great deal of the evidence base focuses exclusively on marketing and consumer purchase of HFSS foods. Generic research on marketing that can motivate purchase in excess of need is also relevant however and has been included where appropriate.

Evidence that marketing can inflate brand-neutral category purchases is also briefly outlined.

Product

Consumer product evaluation and selection is a mix of routine, deliberative and impulse choices. Many purchases are made quickly and unconsciously. Triggers for impulsive purchase are often a mix of negative and positive stimuli, and driven by a combination of internal and external cues. Purchases of food and drinks that consumers perceive as ‘vice’ or ‘unhealthy’ foods are less likely to be the result of deliberative or routine choices than foods perceived as health neutral or health promoting; HFSS foods appeal to impulsive motivations more frequently than other food and drink products (54, 55).

Promotions that combine foods can distort perceptions. Combining foods perceived as healthy and unhealthy for example can trigger inaccurate perceptions amongst consumers of the overall nutritional contribution. Combinations are also associated with lower estimates of the total calorie value of the combined products than compared with estimates of the two components assessed separately (5, 50).

A number of studies have examined the effects of packaging on consumers’ expectations of products (1, 51). Colours, characters, and design convey subtle messages about product attributes such as taste, healthfulness, sensory pleasure potential. A review of grocery store marketing noted affective and indirect point of purchase marketing generated positive product evaluation and purchases, even when consumers were given factual information that contradicted their initial interpretations of the in-store promotions (5).

Consumer perceptions of ‘reductions in transaction burden’ have been found to increase purchase motivation. Qualitative research for example, found consumers expressed strong preferences for increased purchase in response to supersized packaging. Cost savings partially accounted for this preference but less frequent replacement buying was also given as an incentive (35). Consumers report positive personal valuations of ‘bundled variety’. For example, meal combinations are valued (in non-financial as well as financial terms) more highly than the sum of their personal evaluation of the same meal components when assessed individually. This results in purchase of more products and more calories (43, 50).
There is also good evidence that package and catering/restaurant serving sizes are significant cues for consumers’ assessments of appropriate purchase (and subsequent consumption) volumes. Frequently consumers are observed to ignore satiation signals and instead aim to finish the packet or serving (42, 43, 45).

**Price**

A series of sales analysis studies and economic modelling experiments demonstrate quantity based sales discounts lead to household stockpiling of food products and categories (32).

A review of retail store marketing found retail price-based promotions such as discount coupons increased overall purchase as well as unplanned purchases. Price sensitivity varied across food categories was increased by socio-economic disadvantage, large family size, and more retail variety and accessibility (5).

A review of economic field surveys and laboratory experiments found price sensitivity across all food categories in grocery stores, cafeterias and restaurant settings and vending machine. Although reviewers noted greater sensitivity in experimental settings than real-world settings, they did conclude that perceived price discounting was a significant influencer of purchase decisions in all contexts (59).

A series of large scale economic analysis of population purchase behaviours have demonstrated a strong correlation between HFSS food and quick service restaurant choices of low income consumers. The research indicates that choices are driven by lower calorie unit costs of these foods (see 37 for example). Combined with evidence from various studies that low prices for food products per se are not perceived as indicator of lower quality, there is strong evidence that price promotions can act as a powerful purchase incentive (33, 34).

**Place**

Placement in stores, placement relative to other products and shelf signage can effect buying decisions through their influence on consumer perceptions of product attributes such as value for money or healthfulness (5, 6, 20). In real world surveys/natural experiments, store placement of products has also been demonstrated to stimulate emotionally driven impulse purchases, increasing sales by up to five hundred per cent (52, 53).

A New Zealand study found sponsorship by food and beverage brands was associated with the provision at the sports venue of vouchers for product purchase and catering rights at sports events, as well as increased visibility and performance halo effects for the brand (60). A large scale soft drinks digitally integrated marketing campaign tracked and reported that a third of subscribers recommended its rewards-based loyalty programme to 3-4 personal contacts and was responsible for ‘positive effects on purchase behaviour and brand advocacy’ (28). These third party endorsement case studies which include elements of place-based marketing, integrated with other marketing elements demonstrate the integration that is inherent to many marketing campaigns. Such campaigns typically mix elements such as direct advertising, financial purchase incentives, entertainment, and consumer to consumer promotional communications to encourage sales (15, 16, 28).
Research into the effects of integrated campaigns is challenging to conduct but published evidence on its effects is now beginning to emerge (26, 28, 30). Similarly, research is hardly able to keep pace with the speed of digital innovation and the new forms of increasingly sophisticated marketing methods it supports. Case study is the main form of evidence currently available on the nature, extent and effects of these emergent marketing innovations. This evidence to date indicates that the direction and magnitude of effects is at the very least the same and perhaps even greater than more traditional marketing methods and processes (23, 24, 26).

Promotion

Marketing communications appealing to affective or cognitive consumption goals stimulate purchase (2, 3).

Message framing and wording of marketing communications can influence awareness of food categories, as well as perceptions of attributes such as healthfulness, tastiness and sensory qualities. Presenting a product as 75% fat free stimulates purchases more than describing it as 25% fat for example (43). Demand can be boosted through multiple psychosocial mechanisms including assuaging guilt, health halo¹ inferences, and most importantly consumer’s tendency to use heuristic cues to make choices (2).

Marketing has been observed to trigger neurochemical responses which enhance perceptions of enjoyment of foods (33): Exposure to TV advertising of foods classified as ‘unhealthy’ increased selection of these foods by children at summer camp (39). Experimental exposure to TV advertising for snacks increased adult and child snack consumption for unadvertised as well as advertised brands (40). Neurobiologic explanations for impulsive buying of HFSS food also helps to explain why these behaviours are repeated despite post-purchase experiences of regret (54).

Affective appeals are reversible by cognitive processing – for example, in one study of dieters’ preferences, the effects of marketing messages could be reversed by prompting respondents to read the ingredients list (41) – but as noted above, in real life many food buying decisions are not deliberative.

The Canadian dual French/English language mass media environment has been the basis for multiple natural experiments. One of the earliest found that even after accounting for cultural differences, the absence of TV advertising in French speaking households was associated with having lower volumes of breakfast cereals in the home than in English speaking households where US TV advertising to children was permitted (38).

Many consumers indicate that health is one of the criteria they consider in their purchase choices - commonly ranked after criteria such as taste, quality and value for money (3, 12). For some food categories claims of healthfulness or nutritional benefits can increase attractiveness of product. For example, ‘low fat’ and ‘no trans fat’ supermarket signage was found to increase popcorn sales (43). One of the most comprehensive reviews identified experimental and field evidence that calorie consumption is reduced if calorie information is provided. Away from home purchase and consumption choices were found to be particularly susceptible to this effect. The effects on grocery selection were more mixed (2).

¹ Health halo effect: A cognitive bias that leads people to overestimate the overall healthfulness of a food product based on one or more narrow attributes.
On the other hand, health-related promotional claims can reduce attractiveness of some products because consumers anticipate negative sensory effects (41).

**Consumer Purchase Responses to Marketing and Brand Elasticity**

A series of econometrics studies demonstrate that branded product marketing promotions result in an increase in overall category sales. Price promotions which increase promoted brand sales are not accompanied by full compensatory drop in sales of competitor brands, resulting in an increase in total category sales during the promotion period. Furthermore, the total increase in category sales persists beyond the promotion period because consumers do not use up inventory stockpiled during the period of promotion. Overall increases in household purchase and consumption of 12-35% have been observed in response to price promotions, depending on food and its characteristics, such as perishability (32, 57).

A review of real-life grocery store promotions also concluded that the collective evidence on the effect of price promotions was an increase in total sales, not just brand switching (5).

---

[2] Brand elasticity: how sensitive the demand for a specific branded good is to competitor brand changes such as price discounts.
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Increases in Purchase can Increase Consumption

The effects of all you can eat buffets and the contributory influences of variety and convenience on consumption have been documented. Purchase appears to act as a stronger motivator to consume than countervailing controls such as cognitive awareness of over consumption and satiation cues (31, 34).

Consumers value the lower non-financial cognitive demand of combined product offers. For example, after controlling for price differentials, it has been demonstrated that consumers choose and consume more items from a combination menu selection than when making selections from the same menu options where each item must be selected individually (50). Variety can subsequently increase total intake because it undermines sensory-specific satiety. For example, availability of three yoghurt flavours was reported to result in 23% more yoghurt consumption than when only one flavour was available (44).

A series of experimental and real world studies by Wansink have found that energy intake increases when the volume and convenience of food and beverage inventory in the home and workplace is increased (2). Increased inventory of ready to eat foods leads to increased frequency and volume of consumption and increased availability of foods that require some preparation results in increased consumption of quantity only (ibid.). Studies on how availability influences consumption indicate that salience which stimulates neurobiological consumption responses is the most influential factor. Household perceptions of low replacement demands also contribute to the motivation to consume excess inventory. Further studies confirm these endogenous mechanisms overwhelm other internal feedback mechanisms such as satiation signals and cognitive controls. In two high quality studies, salience and low replacement demands were found to increase consumption rates by 46% in workplace settings and 92% in home settings (36, 49). Rolls observes that consumption rates in response to greater availability can take up to eleven days to adjust and are not sufficient to compensate for previous short run overconsumption and thus lead to a net over consumption of calories (45). Conversely reducing serving sizes of snack foods leads to reductions in long term energy intake. Again behaviour is found to adjust slowly, but does stabilise in time (46).

Promotional supersizing, discounts for bulk purchase and multi-buys can increase food consumption. Package size has been observed to be a stronger predictor of consumption volume than serving size guidance (42, 46). Qualitative research indicates that consumers are aware of this anomaly but favour this heuristic cue to the alternative of cognitive processing of information or conscious resistance to sensory appeals (35). Sizes of food label relative to package size, and the wording/terminology used on labels have also been found to influence consumers’ perceptions of portion size as well as their homeostatic ability to adapt consumption and/or respond to satiety cues (ibid.)

Wansink observed that stockpiling in response to marketing promotions leads to long term increased consumption, whereas the effects of planned stockpiling (for example in preparation for hosting a party) are minimal and short term. These differences are attributed to differences in perceptions regarding replacement burden (36).

Increases in Purchase can Increase Long Term Consumption
Long term tracking of sales data on two product categories (yoghurt and ketchup) found that the increased purchase in response to promotions led to sustained increases in consumption as consumers adapted their buying behaviour and switched brand preference in response to price promotions (57). Econometric studies have reported increased overall purchase as a result of regular price promotions and demonstrated that consumers learn to anticipate periodic promotions. Pre-emptive and bulk buying when discounts are available along with brand switching results in permanent increased consumption, particularly for less perishable foods and beverage categories (32).

Stockpiling of non-edible products such as detergents does not increase consumption providing further evidence that the effects are mediated through neurobiological responses to the visibility and ready access to plentiful inventory, and therefore no immediate need to replenish (2, 32, 49, 57).

Such default behaviours in an environment where higher volume purchasing is promoted have been suggested as an explanation for the limited impact of United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) mandatory serving size information on consumption volumes (42).

There is evidence that increased accessibility and variety of food and drink purchase options associated with increased store provision can encourage consumption. For example a grocery store mapping study which found proximity to superstores correlated with higher Body Mass Index suggested that the effects may be due to increased consumption in response to increased retail purchase variety and more opportunity to bulk purchase (6). A US mapping study of quick service and full service restaurants found a ten per cent increase in the number of full and quick service restaurants in a given area was associated with a 1.4 percentage increase in the risk of obesity (48).
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